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The applicator arm is driven by stepper motors, and the application pad  (+/- 90° 

turning) can work both by contact  or blowing the label on the pallet surface.   

The tamp is mounted on springs, for a perfect adaption to uneven surfaces. A 

proximity sensor is mounted on the application plate.  

AP182 is ready to be completed with the most frequently used  6” Print Engine. 

Printer is not included.  

AP182 is an automatic 

print&apply system, suitable 

for A5 labels application on 

multiple sides of a pallet, 

according to the international 

logistic identification 

standards. 

AP182 can apply one to three sides of a pallet, and thanks to its fully programmable logic , the 

label  application can be performed, in some conditions, even on moving pallet. 

Thanks to AP182 mechanical design and 

mounting, replacing the label roll or 

ribbon can be performed by operator 

safely and quickly. 
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Available versions: AP182 Right Hand  or AP182 Left Hand  

Operating modes: Up to 7 fully programmabable pre-set cycles, with settable speed, 

acceleration, deceleration. Timers. 

1 to 3 label applications. 

Label pad dimensions 160x220 mm suitable for  UNI ISO A5 (150x210 mm) 

Label roll dimensions External Ø: up to 350 mm Internal Ø: 76 mm 

Power supply  90-264 VAC / 48/62 Hz, Single phase + Ground 

Power Consumption Up to 600 w (with printer fitted) 

Compressed air &  

Air consumption 

6 bar 500 Nl/min  (dry & filtred) 

Max 40 Nl/min 

Operating  temperature 10°- 35° C.  Humidity: 20-80% not condensing 

Print engine It can mount any of the most common 6” print engine of the primary 

worldwide producers. 
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